Case Study

ACCELERATING BUSINESS OPERATIONS USING
REDUXIO STORAGE

Industry: Commercial | Location: North America | Use Cases: ERP, Email, File Shares

KEY HIGHLIGHTS

Challenges
• Existing storage system is slow
• Instability of virtual infrastructure as a
result of performance issues
• Data on systems that are still using
local storage not well protected

Solution
• Expand capacity and accelerate
application performance by deploying
Reduxio HX550 enterprise flash
storage
• Instantaneous recovery from database
failures using Reduxio BackDating™
• Consolidate and provide data
protection for physical and virtual
workloads using a single platform

CUSTOMER PROFILE
500 Employees
3 Sites

Benefits

60X Faster to recover applications

• Shortened VM and database
recovery to-the-second, replacing
long snapshot-based recovery
procedures
5 Hours

5 Minutes

Past

Today

3.2X More Capacity
• Expanded disk space using in-line,
in-memory dedupe and compression

3X

50% Lower $ per GB
50%

Over 300 Furniture Manufacturers
91 Years of Excellence
Hundreds of clients

THE ONEWORKPLACE ENVIRONMENT
One Workplace is a unique one-stop shop for creating engaging
workspaces through the integration of architecture, design and execution,
and is the largest commercial office furniture dealership in Northern
California. One Workplace customers range from elementary schools to
top startups and Fortune 500 corporations - the "who's and who" of Silicon
Valley and other areas worldwide. Among its clients are Apple, Google,
Chevron, Cisco, Bank of America, Amazon, Ebay, Facebook, Linkedin,
Twitter and Netflix. IT services are provided from its headquarters in Santa
Clara, CA to its offices San Francisco and Oakland.
One Workplace uses the Steelcase® Hedberg System™ integrated
software for contract office furniture to track customers, orders and
inventory, and various additional applications are used in the design and
operations of customer projects.
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Most of the business applications had been virtualized on a
VMware vSphere cluster, with virtual and physical
workloads consolidated on a traditional iSCSI SAN array.
Some were running on physical servers with local storage.
IT WAS ABOUT TIME FOR SOMETHING NEW
As the One Workplace business thrived, it started to suffer
from performance and downtime issues. Users started
to complain on high latency when using critical business
applications, impacting their overall productivity. In
addition, the business suffered from long operational
downtime whenever applications failed, requiring the IT
team to invest a lot of time and effort in performing lengthy
recovery operations.
It was at that point that Francis Leong, One Workplace's Senior Director of IT decided to look for an alternative solution. His
first goal was to first stabilize the virtualized environment by implementing a low latency, high performance system. In
addition, he was looking for a storage system that would enable him to consolidate all his applications. Since the IT
department at One Workplace did not have a dedicated storage team the system had to be simple to learn and manage.
After an extensive search of possible solutions, Francis found the answer in the form of the Reduxio HX550, based on
the Reduxio TimeOS™. He found that the system would allow him to quickly consolidate his environment, provide high
performance to servers and improve his data recovery SLAs at same time.

"I found the Reduxio BackDating™ as a
solution for us to completely changed the
way we perform application recovery. The
ability to instantly restore application
service without upfront planning was key to
resolve our constant downtime issues. The
flash-based yet cost effective solution from
Reduxio provided us a dramatically
different performance class in mid-range
pricing - so the choice was clear.”

THE SOLUTION
One Workplace decided to revamp its environment around
the Reduxio solution. A Reduxio HX550 system was
deployed to replace the old storage infrastructure. The
virtual infrastructure along with all physical and virtual
workload were migrated to the Reduxio HX550 system.
The new environment serves virtual machines that are
primarily running Microsoft® based enterprise applications
including ERP and web applications running on Microsoft
SQL Server, and email servers running Microsoft Exchange.

Francis Leong, Senior Director of IT

SOLUTION COMPONENTS
Reduxio Products
• Reduxio HX550 storage system
• Reduxio Storage Manager for VMware vSphere
Environment
• VMware vSphere 6.0, Windows 2012 R2, Linux
• Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Exchange

"We are observing tremendous benefits from
the Reduxio solution. Our users benefit from
consistently low latency as they access our
core business applications, and my team is able
to recover these applications in the matter of
minutes when needed, bringing our operations
back right away"

• Veeam® Backup & Replication™
• Sincrify® Backup for Laptops and Desktops
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